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About Us
Best things happen at Sea

Mantastic Divers was born from our love and
dedication to nature, the sea and this country full of
natural wonders and surprises, we will introduce you to
the culture and biodiversity of the Maldives in a single
encounter. 
Founded in the year 2016 with a team of local divers
with decades of experience at your service, we want the
world to see the rich and healthy marine life Baa Atoll
has to offer.

Located in Dharavandhoo Island (Local island)
Next to the World famous Hanifaru Bay 
Incredible Dive sites
Affordable Rates
Experienced Diving instructors
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Vision
To provide an incredible diving experience at some of
the most stunning dive sites and reefs in the entire
world led by our dive instructors with years of
experience and knowledge of our home. And give an
immersive experience of the Maldivian culture, way of
life, and local traditions.

Mission
To guide you through this unforgettable underwater
world and to help you discover the real Maldives, away
from sterile hotel resorts.
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Dive Centre
Our state-of-the-art diving
centre hosts a wealth of diving
possibilities from new divers to
the pros. 
Whether you are starting your
diving certification journey,
continuing your adventure, or
ready to go pro, we've got you
covered.
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Dive Boat

Two customised dive boats
(Dhonis) fitted with a toilet,
shower and a sundeck for your
comfort and convenience.

For your personal safety, all of
our boats are equipped with a
radio (VHF), life jackets, first
aid kits and emergency
oxygen.
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Excellent Dive Instructors

Our team is made up of passionate professionals with years of Diving
experience 

Appi
Nationality: Maldivian

Languages: Dhivehi, English
Qualifications: Instructor

Faisal
Nationality: British

Languages: English, Spanish,
Urdu, Hindi, Arabic

Qualifications: Instructor
 

Fari
Nationality: Maldivian

Languages: Dhivehi, English
Qualifications: Instructor



Dharavandhoo
Island
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Dharavandho is a local inhabitat island of Baa
Atoll in the Maldives with world-class diving
sites.

It is 25 minutes by domestic flight from Male 
 International airport. The beautiful
Dharavandhoo lies in the heart of the only
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in the Maldives,
and is ideally located to experience the best that
this tropical paradise has to offer. 



Hanifaru Bay
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Hanifaru Bay - A UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.
It is the world's largest manta ray feeding station.
Swimming amongst the feeding aggregations of manta
rays and whale sharks at Hanifaru Bay is one of the
most exciting and mind-blowing thing you can do.
There are only handful of places in the world where
visitors can get so close to so many manta rays,
snorkelling alongside them as they barrel-rolling and
‘fly’ in formation through the dense plankton - a
behaviour that has become known as cyclone feeding.

Our island Dharavandhoo is the closest island to
Hanifaru Bay.

At Hanifaru Bay you can do snorkeling, diving is not
permitted any more.



Amenities

Our Guest house In-house Restuarant Common breakout Area

Not many dive centres can boast about being self-sufficient in every way.
From our own  12 room guest-house to an in-house restaurant and two state-
of the art dive boats with all modern facilities, we've got everything covered.
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Our Guest
House

12 Room facility, Bungalow-style.
Recently renovated, Modern,
Spacious and Peaceful.
Free bikes, garden and terrace.
Free WiFi and Free airport shuttle

Blue World Dharavandhoo
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In-house
Restaurant
Blue World Dharavandhoo
While at Blue World you will also
immerse yourself in superb
international cuisine. Our breakfast
buffet is perfect for getting your day
started. Then join us for lunch and
dinner with an array of dishes from
your international favorites to
authentic Maldivian dishes to delight
your culinary senses.
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Common
Breakout Area
Blue World Dharavandhoo
We love sharing stories and we know
how the best bonds are formed with
folks sharing common interests.
We promise unlimited supply of
Coffee and healthy entertainment!
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Spectacular
Dive Sites

There are dozens and dozens of other astonishing spots,
suitable for beginners such as more experienced divers,
to be discovered. Each and every one is more unique and
dazzling from the other. They are all here waiting, to
display their beauty to you and to render your dives in
Baa atoll unforgettable.
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Dharavandhoo
Thila

Dharavandhoo Thila is divided into two parts. The side facing the outside
of the atoll is a sandy area full of garden eels, various different gobbies
and their partner shrimps, working all day long to keep the entrances of
their holes ‘sand-free’. Often you can see very big groupers and napoleons
roaming the area.
The other part of the thila, facing the inside of the atoll, is full of
magnificent overhangs, populated by vibrant sea fans and hundreds of
cleaner fish, shrimps and other critters such as moray eels, lion- and
scorpion fish and countless anthias creating a brightly coloured seascape.
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Dhigu Thila
Dhigu Thila is a fairly long reef rising from the sea bottom. Its reef top is
divided into three separate mountains, creating canyon-like formations.
The outer mountains rise to a depth of only 6 meters, whilst the centered
mountain is slightly deeper, beginning from 10 meters. 
The deepest spots on the reef top are at around 18 meters, from where
the vertical walls of the thila start dropping off and displaying marvelous
overhangs.
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Anga Thila
This site comprises of two separated coral blocks , at the depth of 15 mtr
and 20 mtr  and is divided by a canyon. It is a vibrant, brightly coloured reef,
full of alluring critters, delicate nudibranches and other delightful micro life,
making it an interesting spot for lovers of such and all kind of fish schools.
Due to its relatively deep reef top though, it is rather a dive site for
experienced divers than beginners. Also photographers will love it, thanks to
the rich biodiversity and fantastic colours.
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Nelivaru Haa
Nelivaru Haa is a fairly long reef rising from the sea bottom. Its reef top is
divided into three separate mountains, creating canyon-like formations.
The outer mountains rise to a depth of only 6 meters, whilst the centered
mountain is slightly deeper, beginning from 10 meters. 
The deepest spots on the reef top are at around 18 meters, from where
the vertical walls of the thila start dropping off and displaying marvelous
overhangs.



Dharavandhoo
Thila

Pretty long reef situated within a channel unfolding itself towards the open ocean.
Thanks to the very shallow reef top, starting from only 3 meters, it is an
interesting spot, not only for experienced divers, but also for beginners. The
shallow area is well protected and richly populated by moray and garden eels,
scorpion fish and often turtles come here for feeding. A dazzling blue hole
connects this part with greater depths and makes divers reach splendid overhangs
full of sun corals and blocks covered with alcyonaria. Towards the blue, you may
encounter schools of batfish, bluestripe snappers and fusiliers roaming the waters
with elegant stingrays amongst them. If you belong to the lucky ones, you might
observe big tunas, napoleons or even grey reef sharks passing by. 21.
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Kakani Thila
For sure this is a dive spot which will make any ones eyes sparkle, but for sure
underwater photographers will barely have enough of time to document everything
they would like to, in even three dives on this spot.
The very particular formation of underwater blocks and mountains connecting the
thila to an island, form a unique seascape, covered with vibrant yellow, orange, pink,
blue, purple and green soft corals. Nurse sharks and lobsters are known to rest in the
overhangs of this reef during day time, while groups of yellow snappers, blue
fusiliers, orange anthias and big surgeonfish roam the area.



Dhigu Thila

Other than most thilas in our region Dhigu Thila is a rather small spot. Here, you will
easily be able to get around the whole reef within only one dive, enjoying a rather
peculiar seascape. Whilst starting the dive at approximately 20 meters you can easily
work your way up, piece by piece, through various ‘stories’ of coral blocks, seemingly
forming a layered birthday cake.<br><br>
Enjoy its brightly coloured soft and hard corals, black corals and sponges, thanks to
which the rich life on the reef consists of different fish schools, octopuses, glassfish
and groupers. Only one of the many highlights on this spot is an area completely
covered with anemones, resembling a beautiful garden. 22.
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Nelivaru Thila
This spot is a unique block formed by countless hard and soft coral
colonies together. Starting from a depth of approximately 14 meters, this
reef, as so many others in this area, is a popular cleaning station for manta
rays during summer months.
Also during the rest of the year the reef will leave you breathless, thanks
to countless canyons and exquisite overhangs. Often stingrays frequent
the thila, together with schools of sweet lips and curious batfish, which
love to interact with the divers.
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AND LOTS OF
OTHERS

Apart from the dive sites above, there are dozens and dozens of other
astonishing spots, suitable for beginners such as more experienced divers,
to be discovered. Each and every one is more unique and dazzling from
the other. They are all here waiting, to display their beauty to you and to
render your dives in Baa atoll unforgettable.
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Few of Our Courses
DISCOVER
SCUBA DIVING 

SCUBA DIVER OPEN WATER
DIVER

ADVANCED OPEN
WATER DIVER

EMERGENCY
FIRST RESPONSE

RESCUE DIVER ENRICHED AIR
(NITROX) DIVER

REACTIVATE SCUBA
REFRESHER

DIVEMASTER OPEN WATER
SCUBA
INSTRUCTOR

MASTER SCUBA
DIVER TRAINER

IDC STAFF
INSTRUCTOR

Become a Pro:
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Gallery



Other Offerings

Snorkelling trips Sandbank visit Fishing trip

We have a plethora of excursions other than Diving (which of course is our
speciality) like Snorkelling trips, Visit of a farm island or Sandbank, Sunset
fishing, Local market visit to a near-by island. You name it and we have it!
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Why Mantastic Divers?

Experienced Local Team

A team of local divers
with decades of

experience at your
service

Outstanding Location

Just a 25 mins flight
from Male’

International Airport
and at the centre of
the channel diving

territory

A PADI Certified Dive
Centre

Fully certified PADI
Dive & Service

Centre

Affordable price

We offer luxury
service at a

affordable price

Service Oriented, Affordable and Incredible Diving
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Reviews-Rating

See what people are saying
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https://www.booking.com/hotel/mv/blue-world-dharavandhoo.en-gb.html?aid=356980&label=gog235jc-1DCAsongFCF2JsdWUtd29ybGQtZGhhcmF2YW5kaG9vSDNYA2ieAYgBAZgBCbgBB8gBDNgBA-gBAYgCAagCA7gC2ZHWmAbAAgHSAiQyODU0ZGUwZC02ODI5LTRiZTEtYWE4NC1iYWMxNmZiZDBmNmbYAgTgAgE&sid=80110a37b07d62f077c8547071fd7a29&dist=0&keep_landing=1&sb_price_type=total&type=total&#tab-reviews
https://www.google.com/travel/hotels/blue%20world%20dharavandhoo%20google%20review/entity/CgsIw4WikbHynLGAARAB/reviews?q=blue%20world%20dharavandhoo%20google%20review&g2lb=2502548%2C2503771%2C2503781%2C4258168%2C4270442%2C4284970%2C4291517%2C4306835%2C4597339%2C4703207%2C4718358%2C4723331%2C4757164%2C4790928%2C4809518%2C4814050%2C4816977%2C4826689%2C4828448%2C4829505%2C4831357%2C4843455%2C4845229&hl=en-MV&gl=mv&ssta=1&rp=EMOFopGx8pyxgAEQw4WikbHynLGAATgCQABIAcABAg&ictx=1&ved=0CAAQ5JsGahcKEwiYhp6X9fz5AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAw&utm_campaign=sharing&utm_medium=link&utm_source=htls&ts=CAESABpJCisSJzIlMHgzYjZhYmZkMmRkOTdiZmZmOjB4ODA2MjczOTMxMjI4ODJjMxoAEhoSFAoHCOYPEAkYBRIHCOYPEAkYBhgBMgIQACoJCgU6A01WUhoA
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g4366469-d10745682-Reviews-Blue_World_Dharavandhoo-Dharavandhoo.html#REVIEWS
https://www.google.com/travel/hotels/blue%20world%20dharavandhoo%20google%20review/entity/CgsIw4WikbHynLGAARAB/reviews?q=blue%20world%20dharavandhoo%20google%20review&g2lb=2502548%2C2503771%2C2503781%2C4258168%2C4270442%2C4284970%2C4291517%2C4306835%2C4597339%2C4703207%2C4718358%2C4723331%2C4757164%2C4790928%2C4809518%2C4814050%2C4816977%2C4826689%2C4828448%2C4829505%2C4831357%2C4843455%2C4845229&hl=en-MV&gl=mv&ssta=1&rp=EMOFopGx8pyxgAEQw4WikbHynLGAATgCQABIAcABAg&ictx=1&ved=0CAAQ5JsGahcKEwiYhp6X9fz5AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAw&utm_campaign=sharing&utm_medium=link&utm_source=htls&ts=CAESABpJCisSJzIlMHgzYjZhYmZkMmRkOTdiZmZmOjB4ODA2MjczOTMxMjI4ODJjMxoAEhoSFAoHCOYPEAkYBRIHCOYPEAkYBhgBMgIQACoJCgU6A01WUhoA
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Our Trusted Brands and
Partners
These Companies help us build a great network that
would help other guests and divers achieve 100%
Customer Safety and Satisfaction.
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Contact
Information
+960 7 606409

PHONE NUMBER

faisal@blueworlddharavandhoo.com
info@blueworlddharavandhoo.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

+ 960 7 954444

PHONE NUMBER

https://blueworlddharavandhoo.com/

WEBSITE


